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finally, we learn about the third arc through the toys. the toys
learn what it means to be a community. they help each other out,
and they help woody when he needs it. we see that the toys want
to be loved, and that they care about each other. this is why toy
story 4 was such a strong film, and why it succeeded. with the
introduction of new characters, we learn about woody and what
makes him special. however, the most important thing is that this
new perspective helps us understand woody and how he feels. we
do not have to be humans to understand him, and we can see him
in a new light. in addition, the film stresses to us that when people
are shown unconditional love, they grow up to become loving
people. thats why we see moments of humor and joy in the film.
this is a film that can be appreciated and enjoyed by all ages. the
film also shows us how important it is to teach and respect
children. the audience can also learn a few things from woody
about personal growth and acceptance. woody is a toy made to be
played with. this philosophy is also shown by his maker, bonnie.
the film shows us that toys are made with a purpose in mind, but
they can be used for many different purposes. toys can be used to
teach and help us grow as people, but they can also be played
with. we cant say that woody is a toy who will never be played
with, because he has been the subject of many childrens playtime.
the film also shows us that even though we are young, we can still
learn from experiences in our life. we learn from the example of
woody. we see that toys can also learn from experiences in their
life and show us that they have feelings just like us. this is a film
that will resonate with all ages and all people.
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this is exactly what woody is trying to teach gabby gabby in this
chapter. he doesnt want to be gabby gabbys plaything, and gabby

gabby doesnt want woody to be her plaything either. theres no
love lost between these two. in the end, gabby gabby does

manage to get the voicebox, but she doesnt actually use it. she
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just wants to get rid of woody, and shes got a whole army of the
acp nymphs to help her. and now that shes learned the lesson

that shes not been treated right, she wants to teach her own army
how to treat kids right. woody watches as gabby gabby makes her
nefarious plans come true, and as he tries to protect the kids from

gabby, he learns a thing or two himself. the story of woody was
originally intended for adults. so, its nice to see that even after all

this time, he still has the same message for kids. and that
message is to be honest, kind, and above all, to be a good person.
woody, buzz lightyear, and the rest of the toy story gang return to
andyâ��s room to celebrate his 7th birthday. when andyâ��s toys

come to life as characters from the popular disney film, he is
thrilled to have them join him on his special day. but the

friendsâ�� great memories are about to be tested when andyâ��s
toys get lost in the middle of the night. who will find them first?

the toy story 4 teaser trailer features the beloved characters from
the disney hit, alongside new characters, woodyâ��s frenemy

forky, a character that will become a lot more than a villain, and
bo peep, woodyâ��s new best friend. woody, buzz lightyear and

the rest of the gang are ready for some new playmates!
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